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1

The theory of spontaneous splittings of impurity levels in magnetic insulators below ..their order-

ing temperatures has been examined, with particulai'consideration of the anisotropies of the in-

teractions and possible collective excitation effects. Under appropriate realistic condition these

splittings are accurately described by a first-order analysis, with the result that the contribution of
the exchange interaction may be isolated and its Orbital anisotropy determined empirically. As an

illustration of the effectIveness of this method for studying the nature of the exchange, interaction,
the splittings of isolated Er impurities have been investigated in ferromagnetic Tb(GH)». This is

a system for which a number of the simplifying conditions can be shown to apply quite aqeurately,

so that the exchange contribution. can be.isolated unambiguously from the competing eA'ects of
the crystal field, electric multipole, virtual phonon exchange, and magnetic dipole-dipole interac-

tions. An effective exchange ope'rator for the Er»+ ion has been derived-in terms of single- .

electron spherical tensor operators which are applicable to all levels of the ground 4f"
configuration. A least-squares At of 11 observed splittings using eight parameters has provided a
good description of both the signs and magnitudes of the splittings. The results shoe that the
contributions of the anisotropic terms are generally one order of magnitude la('ger than the contri-
bution of the isotropic term, indicating that any realistic analyst of ion-ion interaction effects in-

volving ions with large orbital adrnixtures must consider the e6'ects of anisotropy. in the exchange
interaction as a major factor.

I. IWTRODUCTIOX

It is well known that the exchange interaction which
arises from the quantum-mechanical treatment of the
electrostatic interaction between electrons can be con-
sidered as an eA'ective spin-spin interaction. For ions
in pure orbitally nondegenerate S states or orbitally
quenched states the form is

K-,„„.h =. —2JSi S2

where J is a linear combination of "two-electron" ex-
change integrals and Si and S2 are the real ionic spins
of the individual ions. Such an interaction is valid for
the ground states of a number of transition-metal ions
in appropriate symmetries; but among all of the
lanthanide ions, it provides a complete description of
the exchange interaction orily for the ground states of
Gd'+ and Eu'+, which have no orbital angular
momentum.

Although a number of early investigators» 7 were
. aware that the individual "two-electron" exchange in-
tegrals8 depended on the orbital states of the elec-
trons, and that this orbital dependence could result in

a considerable amount of anisotropy for' nonsinglet or-
bital states, the simple isotropic form above has been
widely used, . in the analysis of data. Throughout the
past few years, howevei', a considerable amount of ex-
perirttetttai evidence has accumutated for a significantly
anisotropic exchange interaction in cases where orbital
angular momentum is not quenched. The first strik-
ing illustration was found in the anisotropy of the ex-
change splittings of Yb'+. levelS in Yb iron garnet by
Wickersheim and White. 9 " Other examples have
been provided by Ce', + pair interactions in LaC1», " "
Er»+ splittings iri Er iron garnet, '.6 ' Eu'+ —Cr'+ arid
Eu'+ -Fe»+ interactions in the garnets, '

Ho + —Fe' interactions in yttrium iron garnet, '"
Eu»+.-Eu»+ interactions, '5 and Cr»+ aiid -V2+ pair iri-
teractions-in several hosts. 6 'o More extensive lists
have been given by Wolf" and Baker."

hile th'e results cited above have clearly shown the
preserice of anisotropic exchange in a- wide range of
systems, detailed treatment of these eNects is diScult.
Whether the theory is formulated in terms of "two-
electron". exchange integrals, 2 27 29»» or the generally
more convenient two-electron tensor-operator expan-
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sions of Levy, '" "Elliot and Thorpe, "Huang and
Van Vleck, ' Nikiforov et al. , or Copland grid

Newman, "as many as 1225 different parameters are
required for a general description of rare-earth ex-
change. " (A model which describes interactions of
this type has been given- by Stevens. ") The analysis.
of experimental results is further complicated by com-

'peting effects from other interactions, such as the
electric multipole interaction, which are often hard to
distinguish from those due to exchange. '

The problem is thus to find a system for which the
properties of the electronic states and the symmetry
operations of the ions can be used to limit the number
of parameters required to characterize the anisotropic '

exchange interaction in. a completely general way. At
the same time, it must be possible to isolate the
effects of the exchange interaction from those of other
interactions.

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate
that a detailed analysis of anisotropic exchange effects
is possible for the exchange splittings of isolated doub-
let energy levels of impurity ions in a magnetically or-
dered crystal and thus to provide information on the
nature of the exchange anisotropy. The method of
analysis employed here is also applicable to the ex-
change splitting of exciton: levels in pure systeiTis
when the resonant energy transfer between neighbor-
ing ions and the resu)ting dispersion are known. '

In Sec. II, we consider systems for which an excita-
tion is highly localized on the impurity ion and use the
tensor operator description of the exchange interaction
to derive a unique exchange potential ' which is appli-
cable to all levels in the 4f" configuration of the im-

purity ion under such circumstances. The number of
unknown parameters in this potential is determined by
the magnetic point symmetry of the impurity site,
resulting in a much greater reduction in the number
of parameters than can be obtained on the basis of
ion-pair symmetry alone. Moreover, if the magnetic
system is chosen so that the splittings of the impurity
ion are a first-order effect, with higher-order terms
negligible, 4' the splittings of the impurity doublets will

be due only to the exchange interaction and the mag-
netic dipole-dipole interaction. The magnetic-dipole
contributions to the splittings may then be calculated
and directly subtracted from the experimental split-
tings to yield the exchange contributions. It thus be-
comes feasible to isolate the exchange effects for a
number of states of-the impurity ion, and to gain
enough information from optical studies of the split-
tings to completely determine the parameters in the
theory.

:It- should be emphasized that the system is chosen to
havt: the simple properties described above, not just
assumed to have them. The validity of this approach
is,discussed in detail in, Sec; II, and it will be shown
that a number of real systems should meet the ap-
propriate conditions.

The splittings of the Er'+ impurity levels in the
Ising-like ferromagnet Tb(OH)3 can be shown to fulfill
all the necessary conditions, and measurements on
this system are analyzed in detail in Sec. III. Both the
signs and magnitudes of the experimental splittings
are determined, and fitting them to a Hamiltonian of
the appropriate form provides a rigorous test of the
theory. The results illustrate dramatically the impor-
tance of anisotropic terms in the exchange interaction,
as one might expect for ions with large orbital mo-
ments. A preliminary report of this work has been
given earlier.

II. THEORY OF IMPURITY SPECTRA IN
MAGNETICALLY ORDERED CRYSTALS

Although the single-ion picture using an effective
field to represent the spin-spin interactions has been
fairly successful in explaining the results of optical ex-
periments in magnetic insulators, a rather more-
detailed analysis is required to explain all features
which are observed in some spectra.

Two kinds of refinements may be considered. One
involves improvements in the statistical approxima-
tions used to represent the effects of the interactions
and the possible effects of collective excitations. The
other type of refinement involves improved characteri-
zation of the microscopic interactions, including con-
tributiogs from the magnetic dipole-dipole interac-
tion, the electric multipole interaction, and virtual
phonon exchange, as well as possible anisotropic con-
tributions to the electronic exchange interaction.

In the past, most of the emphasis has been placed
on the cooperative effects, assuming the microscopic
interactions to be represented adequately by the
Heisenberg form of Eq. (I). This was often quite ap-
propriate since ions with either orbital S states or
quenched orbital angular momentum were involved,
but in many cases possible anisotropy effects were
neglected without any reasonable justification.

In the sections below, we shall consider the
different interactions in more detail and describe the
simplifications which can be made in the case of high-
ly localized excitations involving impurities without

reducing the generality of the interactions or invoking
molecular-field theory. In particular, in Sec. II A we
shall consider the types of excitations which can occur
when an impurity ion is added to a magnetic crystal,
and we shall describe briefly the genera1 complexities
of localized exciton and magnon modes. In Sec. II 8
we shall then discuss the physical conditions under
which highly localized excitations may be expected
and readily observed. Under these conditions a simple
analysis of the impurity spectrum in terms of an
effective single-ion Hamiltonian allows the isolation of
the exchange contribution and the determination of
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the exchange anisotropy. Section II C will describe the
single-ion Hamiltonian approach in more detail and
discuss the contributions to it by the four types of
electronic interactions mentioned above. The analysis
is carried out in terms of spherical tensor operators
acting on individual electrons, so that the Hamiltonian
will be applicable to all electronic states of the impuri-

ty ion arising from a given electronic configuration
and not just the lowest term. To complete the discus-
sion of the general theory, we shall describe in Sec.
II D the evaluation of the matrix elements of the
relevant spherical tensor operators.

Many of the results of this section are directly appli-
cable also to pure concentrated magnetic materials in

which anisotropic interactions are important. However
in such systems the excitations are generally not local-.

ized and the additional effects of exciton dispersion
due to resonant energy transfer and translational sym-
metry must be included. 40

A. Excitations involving impurity ions

A significant amount of work has been done on the
collective excitations associated with impurity ions in a

magnetic crystal, and reviews have been given by
Dietz and Misetich, ' Svensson et al. , " and by Cow-

ley and Buyers. ' Three general classes of excitations

may exist: (a) excitations which are highly localized
on the impurity, (b) so-'called shell modes where the
excitation spreads over a shell of the magnetic "host"
ions surrounding the impurity, and (c) propagating
modes where the excitation extends over a range com-
parable to the distance between impurities.

The propagating modes occur only for relatively

high concentrations of impurity ions, so that for dilute
systems of the type with which we shall be concerned
only the first two classes of localized modes are impor-
tant. Analysis of even these more localized modes
may in general be quite complicated, however, due to
energy transfer effects which require a collective exci-
tation treatment. Both cluster calculations and
Green's-function techniques-have been used to
describe these effects in transition metal compounds
where the exchange interaction is of the isotropic
Heisenberg form (for example, Mn-Ni exchange). ~' "
There is no reason to believe that similar effects
would not also be important for rare-earth systems.

Since the main emphasis of the present work was a
detailed study of the nature of the anisotropic ex-
change, it was desirable to choose systems for which
the additional complexities of the collective or shell
modes can be avoided. Under the conditions given in

Sec. II 8, the shell modes can be shown to be distinct
from the highly localized modes and not appreciably
excited, so that they will not be important in the
analysis of the spectra which lead to information con-
cerning the exchange interactions of interest.

S. Requirements for a simple analysis
of impurity-ion exchange splittings

As we pointed out in Sec. I, one of the simplest
cases to analyze in order to obtain information regard-
ing the anisotropic nature of the exchange interaction
is the so-called exchange splitting of isolated
Kramers-doublet levels of a magnetic ion in a fixed
environment of magnetically ordered neighbors. Such
a simple description is generally only a first approxi-
mation in a real case, due to complications from col-
lective effects. However, as we shall show, it may in
fact be an excellent description of certain chosen sys-
tems under appropriate conditions without any uncer-
tainty involving unjustified approximations.

I. Highly localized exci(ations involving

only the impurity ion

In order for the highly localized excitation picture to
be valid, we must ensure that such excitations are dis-
tinct from the shell modes, that is, that they are
eigenstates of the system. The first and most impor-
tant requirement is that the excited levels of the im-

purity ion to be studied are not degenerate with excit-
ed levels of the magnetic host. In such a case it
would clearly be unreasonable to expect highly local-
ized excitations, since resonant coupling would occur
between the impurity ion and its magnetic neighbors.

In considering further requirements, it is useful to
construct a basis of product states involving various
states of the magnetic host crystal and zeroth-order
(crystal-field) states of the impurity ion. Such product
states may be constructed involving (a) the impurity
and completely ordered magnetic host ions, (b) excita-
tions of host ions only, and (c) excitations involving
both the impurity and host ions. In general, all of
these product states will be coupled by the interactions
between the magnetic host ions and the impurity ion,
and the resulting eigenstates will be linear combina-
tions. In order for a product state labeled i involving
the impurity in a completely ordered magnetic host to
be regarded as an eigenstate of the crystal the condi-
tion

V,,
' « SE„

must be satisfied for all j, where 5E;, is the zeroth-
order energy difference between the highly localized
excitation i of the impurity [type (a) above] and one
of the product states labeled j involving an excitation
of magnetic host ions [typeS' (b) and (c) above], and
where V; represents the og-diagonal terms in the in-
teraction potential coupling these states.

If condition (2) is not satisfied, "feedback" to neigh-
bors occurs; the magnetic neighbors then "adjust" to
the state of the impurity, and the excitation is thus
not completely localized on the impurity ion. Any
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eA'ective single-ion operator used to describe such a si
tuation would then depend on the state of the impuri-

ty; that is, a universal operator would not be obtained.
If, on the other hand (2) is satisfied, highly local-

ized excitations will approximate to the eigenstates of
the system as required for a simple analysis. Even if
this is the case, however, we must still erisure that the
optical transitions observed between these states are
separable from those involving thermally populated
shell modes. In constructing the shell modes, two

types of magnetic host states need to be considered:
low-lying magnetic excitations and high r crystal-field
states. Shell modes involving higher crystal-field
states of the magnetic host ions will generally be at
sufticiently higher energies to have negligible thermal
populations compared to those involving only excita-
tions of the magnetic ground state. We can thus con-
centrate on the shell modes arising from magnetic ex-
citation of the magnetic host ions.

If, as is frequently the case, the low-lying magnetic
excitations in the pure host lattice have an energy gap
4 above the ground state, and if the coupling between
the impurity and the host is not significantly greater
than the coupling between the host lattice ions, it is
reasonable to estimate the energy of the shell modes
to be also of the order of d. If experiments are now
performed at temperatures such that

In the above discussion, possible eft'ects of the
probe on the ground state of the magnetic crystal were
assumed to be. negligible. Such eA'ects could arise
from distortion of the crystal field at the neighboring
magnetic host-ion sites or disruption of the magnetic
order. If, as is usually the case, the impurity has the
same electrical charge as that of the magnetic host

'ions and a similar ionic radius, crystal-field distortion
should be relatively small. Unless some of the
crystal-field splittings in the unperturbed host ions are
accidentally small only a small amount of mixing will

occur and changes in the ground-state wave function
may be expected to have a negligible eft'ect. As we
shall discuss in Sec. III, Tb(OH) & is far from such a
near-degenerate situation while Er'+ is only slightly
smaller than Tb'+. We may thus expect negligible
changes in the. host-lattice crystal-field ground state
for that system. Similarly, the eAect of a small con-
centration of impurities ((1%) should not afi'ect the
magnetic order of the host lattice significantly, espe-
cially if the system has no relatively low-lying excita-
tions, i.e. , if (2) is satisfied. This will certainly apply
in our case of Tb(OH) i.Er'+, but each system must be
considered individually since local perturbations of the
host-lattice order may occur in some cases.

kT &&0 (3)
2. Determination of the exchange contribution

to the observed spliftings

the shell modes will not be appreciably populated,
and hence they will not give rise to additional contri-
butions to the absorption spectrum which might con-
fuse the analysis of the highly localized excitations.

'Conditions (2) and (3) are in fact reasonable for
real systems. We shall see in Sec. II 6 that the in-
teractions may be expressed in terms of spherical ten-
sor operators, and that for f electrons, the rank of the
operators is less than or equal to seven. Within isolat-
ed doublet ground states for rare-earth ions described
by

~
J, +J.) for which J ~4, all of-diagonal elements

of the interactions will be zero, and (2) will be
satisfied with V' =0. Thus, an Ising-like rriaterial such
as Tb(OH)&, which has a ground state closely approxi-
mated by

~
J, =+6), may provide an ideal choice for

the magnetic host satisfying (2). In a highly anisotro-
pic system such as this, condition (3) is roughly
equivalent to

T&&Tc

which can generally be satisfied. For Tb(OH)3,
T~ =3.72 K, ' and with our apparatus experiments
could be performed down to 1.3 K, so that thermal
population eA'ects could readily be avoided.

For many other systems in which the oft-diagonal
coupling by V' is not identically zero, the energy gap
4 might. be made suSciently large to satisfy condition
(2) by the application of a large external field. o ~'

Under the conditions (2) and (3) discussed above,
corrections to the zeroth-order (crystal-field) energies
of the impurity due to its presence in a magnetically
ordered crystal will be a first-order eAect, with all
higher-order terms negligible to a good approximation.
Moreover, the eA'ects. of the four dift'erent types of in-
teraction will be simply additive. If the impurity is an
odd electron ion with Kramers-doublet crystal-field
levels there is a further simplification in that neither
the electric multipole interaction nor the virtual pho-
non exchange will produce a first-order splitting of
such a doublet, (due to time-reversal symmetry),
while higher-order splittings may be expected to be
quite small. The experimental splittings will thus be
due only to the exchange interactiori and magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction. Since the contribution of
the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction can be calculat-
ed accurately, the contributions of the exchange in-
teraction to the splittings can be readily isolated.

For a rigorous comparison of the observed exchange
splittings with the theory described in Sec. II C, we
need to know both the magnitude and sign of the ob-
served splittings. This gives rise to a practical con-
sideratiori regarding the choice of a magnetic-host cry-
stal. In the general case of two split doublets, four
transitions are possible. If the probe-ion site sym-
metry results in selection rules for linearly polarized
light, these can readily be used in conjunction with the
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line intensities to determine both the magnitudes and
relative signs for the splittings of each doublet. While
in principle, these could also be determined using the
relative intensities of absorption of positive and nega-
tive circularly polarized light in cases where selection
rules for linear polarization do not exist, this requires
fairly detailed knowledge of the various wave func-
tions involved which is not always available. Iri cases
in which the relative signs of the splittings cannot be
determined the analysis is very much more complicat-
ed, since all possible permutations of signs must then
be considered in fitting the measured splittings to the
theoretical mendel. Such difhculties were experienced,
for example, by Orlich and Hufner in their very de-
tailed work on erbium iron garnet. " Even though
they were able to find a reasonable fit to their data,
there was no conclusive way to show that the particu-
lar choices of signs which produced the fit actually
corresponded to the physical situation.

C. Contributions of the individual impurity-host pair
interactions to the efkctive single-ion Hamiltonian for

the iAlpuflt)'

When the excitation is completely localized on the
impurity ion, an efkctive single-ion Hamiltonian may
be obtained for the impurity ion by evaluation of the
matrix elements of the operators on the host-ion sites.
We shall first discuss some general aspects of this pro-
cedure and shall then consider the contributions of the
individual interactions. While it may seem that the
same form of effective Hamiltonian could also be writ-

ten phenomenologically using symmetry arguments, it
is in fact desirable to relate the effective Hamiltonian
to the microscopic nature of the interactions for three
reasons. First, it is necessary to consider the interac-
tions individually to ensure that the assumption of
highly localized excitations is valid. Second, a micros-
copic approach provides justification for assuming the
efkctive single-ion interaction parameters to be the
same for diA'erent J manifolds of the impurity; and
third, it will allow us to eliminate some terms in the
Hamiltonian, using properties of the host ion states.
The latter reason turns out to be quite important in

practice, as we shall see in Sec. III.

F+ecti ve single-ion Harniltonian approximation

The interaction of an impurity or "probe" ion with

the crystal can be written as a sum over ion-pair in-

teractions between the impurity ion (a) and the indi-

vidual magnetic host lattice ions (b):

V,„,=XV,„,(a, b) .

Concentrating on a single term in this sum, the in-

teraction of ions a and 6 may be written as a sum over
products of operators acting on ion a (the impurity)

and operators acting on ion b (a magnetic host ion):,

V;„,(a, b) = XA, .d(a, b) V,.(a) Vd(b)
c,d

where the subscripts c and d indicate possibly difII'erent

operators V and the A,„(a,b) are arbitrary coefficients.
If an excitation involves only the impurity ion a, the

operators Vt(,b) may be replaced by their diagonal ma-

trix elements for the ground state (g ~
Vd(b) ~g),

resulting in an effective single-ion Hamiltonian acting
on the impurity ion a. (The exchange contribution
will be called the exchange potential. ) That is,

V,„,-H„=X a, V,.(a)

/r, . = g A, .,/(a, b) (g ~
V,/(b) ~g)

In replacing the operators Vd(b) by their matrix ele-
ments in the ground state, we also implicitly neglect
virtual excitations of the b-type ions, that is the possi-
ble efkcts of OA'-diagonal matrix elements of V,t. The
condition for this to be valid is condition (2) given
above, and it can be satisfied in practice by ensuring
either that the eA'ective interactions are weak relative
to the b-site excitation energies, or that selection rules
for the b-site states make the corresponding matrix
elements zero or small.

The operator H, q obta'ined in this way must be in-

variant under the magnetic symmetry operations of
the crystal at the impurity site, that is H, q must
transform like the I'/ or A ~ (identity) representation
of the magptetic point group at the impurity site. The
number of possible coeEcients u, . is thus drastically
limited by the site symmetry. As we shall illustrate in

Sec. III, some significant additional reductions in the
number of allowed coefticients o, may occur when the
matrix elements of Eq. (7) are evaluated for a specific
system. It thus becomes feasible to determine the
parameters o, experimentally.

2, Contributions of the individual interactions

When interactions are considered between a pai'r of
ions, one or both of which may be in an excited state,
it is desirable to describe the interionic pair interac-
tions in terms of the more fundamental interactions
between pairs of electrons on the two centers. A par-
ticular set of interaction constants should then be ap-
plicable to any ionic excited states arising from the
ground electronic configurations of the individual ions.
This allows experimental data from a number of states
to be used to empirically determine the interaction
constants and allows the exchange eft'ects for different
states to be related,

a. F/ectronic exchange and the exchange potential.
The exchange interaction' between two ions labeled a
and b may be written" ' '
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H, „„h(a,.b ) = g - X I'„'„'(ab) uq"'(I ) u,"' (j) (-,
' +2 s, s,)

where the summations over i and j are over the elec-
trons on ion a and ion b, respectively. The u„"'(i)
and uq (j) afe unit sphertcat tensor opera'tors which
act on the orbital angu1ar momcnta of the individual
electrons, ".while the s, and s, are the spin angular
Momcfltufn operators for thc individual clcctrons.
The I „',"'(ab) contain the radial dependence of the ex-

change lntegrals and arc treated Rs paramctcl's. Thc
relationship of the I ,"„" (a'b) to the equal number of
independent exchange integrals for pairs of. electrons
on the two ions has been discussed earlier. 3"~ 40 -"

The I"0000 term represents thc isotopic exchange, while
terms with either k or k' nonzero represent the orbital
anisotropy present in the exchange interaction.

For the operator of Eq, I[.8) to be Hermitian,

[I-kk (ab)] q'( 1)q +q'.I
kk' (ab)

The requirement of invariancc under time reversai
gives

[I kk'(ab)] e, ( 1)k+k'+q+q'I kk' (ab)

This implies that k + k' must be even.
Thc orbital operators u"' have nonzero matrix ele-

ments only for k ~2l. These conditions limit the to-
tal number of terms required in Eq. (8), but for the
general case of an ion with f electrons this number
still turns out to be rather large, "namely, 1225. The
symmetry of the pairs of ions under consideration
generally limits the values of q and q' and hence the
number of independent parameters, but large
numbers of potentially nonzero contributions usually
remain. " One of the main purposes of the present
paper is to demonstrate that the number of parameters
required to describe the highly localized impurity exci-
tations is significantly less than that for the ion-pair
interactions.

When the operator of Eq. (8) is summed over the
magnetic neighbors and t]he host matrix elements arc
evaluated, the result is

p„, = X $ ——I „"„"(ab) {g~ $u„"' {j)~g) . (13)
b k'q'

Using Fqs. (9) and (10) and the properties of the
spherical tensor operators, it may readily be shown
that

The values of k, q, and m for which the parameters
e&.„,„and Pl,„may be nonzero are determined by the
magnetic symmetry at the impurity site and the
transformation properties of the operators u„'"' and
s„;". For proper rotations, the transformation proper-
ties are determined by thc representations S"' of the
full rotation group, while under inversion, both the
operators &q

o~ = IC2 thus reduces to C2, and improper rotations
S„=o.„C„reduce to C2C„" We note, in particular,
that if there is an n-fold axis, allowed values, of q +m
arc 0, ~ n, + 2', + 3n, ..., an(l tlirt if tk.clc 1s a hor-
izontal rcAection plane, odd values of q + m are not
allo~ed. These symmetry considerations provide no
restrictions on the allowed values of k. 13etailed
results for C3~ symmetry are given in Sec. III,

For j'electrons the spin and orbital operators in Eq.
(11) may be coupled to give operators of rank r ~ 7
acting on the total angular momentum J. In Sec. II I3
it will be shown that only terms with odd r contribute
to the splitting of Kramers doublets in first order,
Those with even r are "crystal-field-like, " in that they
shift both components of a Kramers doublet equally.
Such shifts are generally not observable since they
tend to be small and diNcult to separate from the true
crystal-Acid shifts of energy levels.

b. Magnetic dipole-dipole i nteraetion. The general
form of the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction is well
known

1 —. (Pq 'rat)(Ikk 'rak)0 dd(a b) = P 'Pk
~tlat EIIt

2( 1) n&I kk'(ab) p, , - X p, a(l, + g, s,)

uk' = /Ps(tj +gssi)
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and the vector r, b relates the b lattice site to the im-
purity site a. This interaction is the best understood
of the four interactions, and it can generally be
evaluated explicitly and quite accurately. For rare-
earth ions, it is of the same order of magnitude as the
exchange interaction and must be considered carefully
in the analysis of splittings. For transition metal ions,
the exchange interactions tend to be larger and the
magnetic-dipole coupling is often, therefore, relatively
less important.

Using Eq. (6), we obtain an eifective Hamiltonian
for the magnetic dipole coupling to a particular impur-
ity site a:

Hmdd = pa '
Hdip

which has the form of a simple efIIective field Hd;, act-
ing on the magnetic moment p, „where

1 i i 3
r«k((gl /kk lg) r«k)''

I'//b, I'ab

The summation over b is here again over the magnetic
host iona. The sum in Eq. (19) is conditionally con-
vergent and depends on the shape of the sample, so
demagnetizing eft'ects must be considered. Matrix ele-
meAts of the magnetic moment operators p, a and pb
can be determined experimentally from the Zeeman
effect.

c. E/ectrie mu/tipo/e-mu/tipole interaction. The elec-
tric muitipole interaction has been considered by %'olf
and Birgeneau'6 who also give references to earlier
work. Following their notation it may be written

V, ;(a, b) = X $ Akkkk (ab) yk(k)(/). yk(k) (j), (20)
ij kk'

W

0, ;
= Xykk Qk'"'(/)

krI
I

/

(

yk, =X X&,",'(ub) (gl Xy„"'(j)lg) .
b k'q'

For an ion with Kramers degeneracy, the electric
multipole interaction will therefore not produce any
additional splittings to this order and, as we discussed
in connection with the derivation of Eq. (6), we rriay

expect secon'd-order effects to be generally small.
However, we must note one possible complication,
even within the first-order approximation, in;that the
expectation value in Eq. (22) should really be written
as a sum over all thermally populated states of the
host, so that Eq. (22) applies only if kT ((A. The
contribution of the electric multipole interaction to the
eftective crystal field is therefore really temperature
dependent, so that a consistent analysis can be made
only if both the crystal field and the interactions are
determined at temperatures satisfying condition (3).

d. Virtua/ photon exchange. The fourth interaction
mechanism which must be considered is the electric
multipole coupling between moments induced at the
ion sites by the exchange of virtual phonons, "" This
interaction has proved importarit in the ground terms
of UO2, "the rare-earth ethyl sulfates, "Pr'+ pairs6
and Ce' pairs ' in LaC13, in PrA103, and in
Tb(OH)&, 6) but for our present purposes it is simply
another mechanism which can give rise to the terms
discussed for the electric multipole interaction. More-
over, the energy denominator should suppress even
these eft'ects in optically excited states, so that this
mechanism should be essentially negligible in the ex-
periments we wish to analyze.

where the y,
'"' are spherical harmonics for the indivi-

dual electron coordinates. Due to the complexities of
the crystalline environment, as well as shielding and
covalency efII'ccts, the A,kk must be regarded as essen-
tially free parameters, with no a priori reason for as-
suming the higher-rank terms to be negligible relative
to the k = 2 quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. This
has also been illustrated by the results of recent ab ini-
tio crystal-field calculations by Newman et al„s' which
indicate that quite complex overlap and covalency
effects can be significant.

The number of terms can be limited by the ion pair
symmetry and by the angular momentum of the elec-
trons under consideration, as in the case of the ex-
change coupling. Within a configuration, the y,("'

have nonzero matrix elements only for A.
. even and

A. «2l. Representative sizes of matrix elements are
given by Baker."

Summing over the host-lattice neighbors we obtain
an CA'ective single-ion operator of the form

D. Matrix elements of the spherical tensor operators

Evaluation of the matrix elements for the spherical
tensor operators involved in the exchange and other
interactions is straightforward and well suited to com-
puter calculations. In some cases, where the states are
very nearly pure Russell-Saunders states, matrix ele-
ments may be evaluated directly in the ISLMs/)kfL) .

representation. " In general, however, it is useful to
couple the spin and orbital operators to act on the to-
tal angular momentum J, a process analogous to the
coupling of angular momenta64

s (K)(/)k/(k)(/) X ( 1)
—«+k-—r(2r + 1))/2

r k

k r
[S(K)(() X u(k) {/)] (r)

m q —t,
k

(23}
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If the operator so'o' is defined to be the identity opera-
tor in the spin space, and s,„"~ is the usual single-
electron "real" spin operator, this expression may be
used for all of the interactions discussed in Sec. IIC.
Equation (23) with K =0 is then used for the electric
Inultlpole-Alultlpolc 1Atcraction, which ls independent
of spin [Eq. (21)] or for exchange terms of the second

type in Eq. (11). The case with ~ -1 corresponds to
terms of the first type in Eq. (11). As iri the more
familiar case of addition of angular nsornenta, allowed
values of r range from

~
k —~~ to

~
k + xi. Since k ~6

for f electrons Bnd x ~ l. , I"™7 for f elcctroQs.
Reduced Inatrlx clcmcAts of the coupled operators

Brc glvcn by

(aSIJ II g [s'"'(i) x u"'(i)]'"'lin'S'L'J') = [(2J +1)(2J'+1) (2r +1)]'"
i ]

, 5 S'
& ' L L' k '(nSL II $ s'"'(i) uti'(i) lln'S'L')

IJ J' r]

where the quantity ln large curly brackets ls the usual 9-J symbol. " The doubly reduced matrix elements

(nSL Ii $ s'"'(i) uii'(i) ila'S'L ')

for terms with x =0 have been tabulated, 6' but those for x -1 Inust be calculated using the cocfTicicnis of fractional
parcntBgc of Racah

N

(nSL II X s'"'(i) u"'(i) lia'S'L') = (—1)s+L+' '+'+'+'[(2S +1)(2S'+1) (2L, + 1)(2L'+1)]' '

S S' ~]L L'

S]Ii i L

where fi=aSL, 0'= a'S'L', an-d O=nf L. (The barred states are the parent states for the configuration /~. ) The
symbol (8 [~0) represents a fractional-parentage coeScient " "and the quantities in large curly brackets are six-J
symbols. '4 The single-electron reduced matrix elements in Eq. (25) are given by'0

(if/u'"']]i) =1,
(-,

'
f
/s"'ll-,') =We,

(—,
' []s&"II —,') -~3i'2 .

Doubly reduced matrix elements fnr ions with more-than-half-fiHed shells such as Er'+ (4f") can be calculated
from those with leis-than-half-filled sheHS using the relation6'

(28)

(aSL II X s'"'(i) u'"'(i) lln'S'L') = (—1)"+'+'(aSL II X s'"'(i) uii'(i) lln'S'L')

N

(yJll X [s'"'(i) x u"'(i)]"'lip'J') = X X a (yJ;aSL)a (y'J';n'S'L')
i —] aSL rx'5'L '

In thc CBsc of intcrMcdiatc coUpllng, which[ ls required for an Bdcquatc description of Hlost fnanlfolds and particu-
larly the excited ones, the reduced matrix elements arc linear combinations

x (nSLJ I I g [s'"'(i) x u"'(i) 1"Ila'S'L'J')

where thc a(yJ;nSL) are the components of the intermediate coupling states ~yJ).
Using thcsc cxprcsslons foi' thc rcdUccd 1Tlatrlx clcfYlcnts, wc finally obtain thc BctU81 Matrix elements rcgulrcd

for the calculations using the %'igner-Eckart theorem64 69
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rJ I J'
(yJJL I X [s'"'(i) x u"&(i)],&'&Iy'J'J, ') (—I) =

J J (yJII X [st"'(i) x u"'(i)]"lly'J')
i 1 i 1

where the quantity 1n large parentheses is a 3-J symbol. If we wish to analyze energy-level splittings in cases in
which Jmixing is not important, we need only consider matrix elements diagonal in J. In order for a particular
term in the interaction to give rise to a splitting, the signs of the matrix elements for the two components of a
doublet must be opposite, and examination of Eq. (31) shows that this occurs only for tensors of odd rank r

Using Eq. (30), together with the property of the doubly reduced matrix elements

(aSLII X st" (i)ut" (i)lla'S'L') (—1)s +~ L (a'S'L'll X s "(i)ut" (i)l'laSL) (32)

and the property of the 9-J symbol that interchang-
ing columns introduces a factor of (—I)"where x is
the sum of the arguments, " it may be, readily shown
that t(. + k + r must be even for the diagonal reduced
matrix element

N

(yJII X [s " (i) x u i(i)] " llyJ)

by inference for all other systems with nonzero orbital
angular momentum. Possible extensions of Otur

results and recommendations for other kinds of sys-
tems are discussed in Sec. III C.

A. Reasons for choosing Kr + in Tb(OH)3

Properties of Tb(OH)3

to be nonzero. Since r must be odd, we can therefore
restrict our attention to operators for which x+ k is
odd. The electric multipole interaction with K =0 and
k even thus cannot contribute to splittings in first ord-
er. On the other hand, both the exchange interaction
and the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction do contain
terms for which K+ k is odd which will contribute to
such splittings. As mentioned in Sec. IIC, the ex-
change interaction can also give terms with r even,
which are similar to crystal-field terms in that they will

not split the Kramers degenerate states, although they
will generally have quite diA'erent reduced-matrix ele-
ments.

III. APPLICATION OF THK THEORY TO Kr +

IN FERROMAGNETIC Tb(OH) 3

%hile a variety of real systems are appropriate for
an analysis of the type described above, a particularly
ideal choice is that of the Ising-like ferromagnet
Tb(OH) s doped with a small percentage of Ers+ iona
which occupy Tb'+ sites. In Sec. III A we shall relate
the properties of this system to the requirements for a
simple analysis discussed in Sec. II B, and we shall
then consider in some detail the possible inAuences of
the Er-' impurities on the states of the neighboring
Tb-' ions. %'e shall show that changes of the Tb-'+

states should be negligible in this system. Both the
Er'+ crystal-field analysis and experimental values of
the spontaneous magnetic splittings for Er + impurities
in Tb(OH)s have been reported in an earlier paper. "
In Sec. III 8 we shall describe the analysis of these
splittings using the eA'ective single-ion Hamiltonian
method developed in Sec. II C. The results will illus-

trate unambiguously the relative importance of
anisotropie-versus-isotropic exchange in this system, and

Previous work on Tb(OH)i has shown that it fulfills
the requirements for a host discussed in Sec. II 8 to an
unusually high degree. Optical studies7~7 in the or-
dered state at 1.3 K (T, -3.72 K) have shown the
ground state to be very well described by a doublet
I'F», Jf =+6), which is split by dipolar and exchange
interactions by 6.4 0.2 cm '. The first-excited
crystal-field level, a p. =+1 doublet (nearly pure
J +5), is at 118 cm ', while all other crystal-field
levels of the ground 'F6 manifold are above 200
cm '.""(Extensive measurements of magnetother-
mal bulk properties also agree quite well with this pic-
ture. ' ) The excited crystal-IIield energies are thus
more than an order of magnitude larger than the in-
terionic interactions (V;„&«40cm ), and condition
(2) of Sec. 118 is therefore well satisfied for these
states.

We now consider possible coupling terms between
the two components of the ground doublet. The
crystal-field analysis for Tb(OH)i of Scott er ai. '»"
has shown that the components of this doublet are
very nearly pure IJ M) and IJ +6), with only a
small admixture of

I
J 0), calculated to be about

0.04. Other J„. values are ruled out by the C31, site
symmetry. Coupling between pure IJ, —6) and

I J, -+6) states for the interactions discussed in Sec.
IIC is identically zero, since it would require a q value
of 12 for the effective operator, awhile the f char-
acter of the wave functions limits q «7. Coupling
between the two componen@ arising from the small

I J, =0) admixture or from second-order effects can be
estimated to be of the order of 0.1 cm ' which is
negligible compared with the first-order efkct on the
ground state. [This point has also received careful
consideration in the recent analysis of the bulk proper-
ties of Tb(OH)s, mentioned earlier. '0] It is reasonable
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to conclude, therefore, that condition (2) of Sec. 118
should be weil satished for Tb(OH) 3 in its ground
state. Moreover, this conclusion should be valid not
only for the case of two interacting Tb'" neighbors,
but also for one Tb' ion Bnd any other rare-earth ion.

The dipole field for Tb(OH)l has been calculated by

Sk~eltorp ' Rnd may be used together with the ap-
propriate experimentally determined Er' moment. ' to
separate the dipolar contribution [Eq. (18)] to the Er'+
splittings from the exchange contribution. The value
of H,[;„Obtained f'rom the lattice sum given in Eq. (19)
1S

H„= (9.45 + 0.2 kG) —W(5.67 + 0.11 kG),
where N is the demagnetizing factor and the error
limits represent the uncertainties due to the ground-
state magnetic moment and the lattice parameters.
The relatively accurate values available for Tb(OH) 1

permit rather good estimates of the dipolar contribu-
tions and corresponding good determinations of the
exchange

effects.

Another significant advantage of Tb(OH)l is the
rather high rare-earth site symmetry (C;I,). This
serves very cA'cctively in limiting the number of
parameters in the exchange potential, as wc shall see
in Sec. III 8. It also gives rise to very desirable linear
polarization selection rules, which enable the signs of
thc experimental spiittings to be determined.

2. Use of Fr as the impurity probe

The probe ion to be used in conjunction with a

Tb(OH)l llost sllollld clcafly llc a tflvalcilt 1'afc cal'tll

with an ionic radius near to that of Tb'+ to ensure
minimum distortion Gf the crystal lattice when it is

substituted for one of the Tb" ions. In addition,
when thc ion ls ln thc cl'ystai, lt ls necessary fol lt to
have cAcfgy lcvcls whlcil Rrc Aot Acarly dcgcAcratc
with those of the host, so that condition (2) can be
mct by the kind of interactions typically found in this
sort of material (~10 cm ). It is also desirable (but
not necessary) for the impurity ion to have an odd
number of electrons, so that its crystal fieM levels all

have Kramers degeneracy in the absence of' the mag-
nctlc Gr cxchBflgc 1AtcrRctloAH.

The Er'+ ion satisfies all these conditions. The large
number of energy levels resulting from the 4f"
CGAAguratlon arc weil. Understood Rnd Alany fall ln 8
region of the optical spectrum which. . is accessible to
highly accurate photographic techniques.

Thc crystal-field analysis for Lr + at thc C31, sltcs ln

Tb(OH)l is straightforward, requiring only four
parameters, and previous studies have shown that It

can give a very good account of the observed levels"
It turns out that the spontaneous magnetic ground-

stat. c spllttlflg Gf the Er ' lmpUrlty icvcis ln Tb(OH)3
is small enough to allow appreciable population of'

both components even at 1,3 K. This doubles the

number of transitions observable in the temperature
region defined by condition (3) of Scc. 118 and thus
makes available a substantial amount of additional ex-
pel'lnlcrl'tai information. [Cofldltioli (3) was Ilcccssafy
to ensure that we are observing transitions involving

»ghly localized modes. ] Another more minor con-
venience associated with Er'+ is that the f"
configuration (conjugate to f ) has only seven parent
states"; this simplifies calculation of the reduced A1a-

trix elements of the exchange operators from Eq.
(25).

Of the other possible choices for the probe ion,
I3y'+ and Ho'+ may be expected to have large magnet-
ic dipole-dipole contributions to their ground state
splittings, which would reduce the number of observ-
able transitions and which might make the determina-
tion of thc exchange contribution somewhat more
UnccrtalA. Also thc frcc-loA states arc Aot, qUltc as
well known and simple as tho~c Gf Er' and ln the
case of Ho'+ there is also the disadvantage that the
crystal-field states arc Aot kfamcrs doublets. Even so,
both these ions do present reasonable possibilities for
the impurity probes, and experiments using these ions
in Tb(OH) 1 may well be interesting. Another possible
ion ls Nd, but fof this loA J"mlxlAg eiTccts Rrc lal'ger

and this will complicate the analysis, Yb'+ and Ce +

have too few 4f levels to provide the amount of data
to determine all of the exchange parameters, while the
levels of Tm'+ and Sm'+ occur mostly in the infrared
region where high-resolution experiments are more
diNcult. For Gd' the number of readily accessible
states is limited to a small number of PJ states, but
the small orbital angular momentum of these states
reduces the number of terms required in Eq. (11) to
k:-2. For C„, symmetry, only three parameters n, ),),
p]1), Blld 0!2() shoUid bc suftlcicnt, Bnd 8 slmpic Bnd

unambiguous analysis should again be possible. Ex-
periments on Gd'' in Tb(OH) ~ would be of consider-
able interest.

3. Crystal-field perturbation for Tb + ions

near an L r Iprtpurvtt)~

The purpose of the present section is to demon-
strate that the Tb + ground state in Tb(OH)l is excep-
tionally insensitive to perturbations in its environment
resulting from substitution of an Er' impurity for a
Tb' neighbor. Two types of changes in the crystal-
field levels of Tb" could CA'ect our analysis —other
values of J could be admixed into the ground levels

~
J,, =+6), thus aifecting their Ising-like nature (which

was discussed in Sec. III Al above) or other crystal-
field. levels could be shifted to lower energy giving rise
to measurcable second-order contributions to the split-
ting s.

M'ects of both types could, ln general, arise when
ar. Er'+ ion replaces a Tb'+ ion, since this "destroys"
the symmetry of the crystal fieM at the neighboring
Tb~+ ion sites. In prineipie, this allows new terms in
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the crystal fie1d, and it might also result in changes in

the magnitudes of the usual C3A terms. We should
note, however, that there are a number of reasons to
believe that in practice such changes in the crystal
fieki %'ill be ~aH. First-, the vafiatlQA of the cfystal-
fieki parameters throughout the rare-earth hydroxy
series ffofA EM to Er gas been examined ln Bn eafsa

lier paper'" and found to be smooth and gradual;
changes in the parameters from Tb(OH) i to Er(OH) i

are srna/1 (~10'/o). Second„ the ligands which account
for a major part of the crystal field in compounds of
this type-" are unchanged and would be affected in the
present case only to the degree that Er introduces a

distortion. The ratio of the parameters 866/860, which

gives a measure of this distortion is very nearly the
same for Tb'+ in pure Tb(OH)l, Er'+ in Tb(OH)'l, and
Erl+ in Er(OH)l .'—13.0+0.5, —13.2 +0.7, and
—13.5 +0.5, respectively, ' thus indicating that the dis-
tortion around an Er'+ ion in Tb(OH)l is small. Erl+

and the Tb'+ ion it replaces, of course, have the same
monopole moment (i.e. , ionic charge) and they have
similar radii: 0.96 A for Er'+ and 1.00 I for Tb3+.'~

It thus seems reasonable to consider the changes in
the Tb + wave functions using perturbation theory,
with the wave functions for the undistorted case serv-
ing as zeroth-order wave functions. ON'-diagonal ma-
trix elements of the new crystal-field terms between
the states

~
J -+6) and higher levels are presumably

small, since the changes in the crystal field will only
be a very small fraction of the unperturbed crystal
field. Furthermore, the energy denominators for the
particular case of the Tb(OH) l ground state will ail be
quite large, since the lowest of the excited levels is at
118 cm, ', while all others are above 200 cm '.' "
Consequently we would expect only small admixtures
of other J values into the ground state (of the order
of a few percent or less), and we would not expect any
of the excited states to be shifted significantly.

It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that even the
Tb + ions very close to one of the Er'+ impurities will

behave very much like those in Pu're Tb(OH)la

I. Ana)ply ef the h@hky leeaNael Kr + m I

f/' fi ve exchegge PoIee6al fur Ei " in Tb(OH)q

Considerable eintpki5caaioa of the effective e~
poaentiat of %4t. 01) retnaha frota hssth the ssetttse nf
the Tb'+ states awd the Et ' Cs» = eylatnetry ht
Tb(OH) I. Let ua hset consider the tertsta in Itt. (113,
lnYOIV5Ng bOth sI$NN alm[d ~4@)QQI'4CÃ5- Ã, 4 ~
npposa sii ros Tpr" ioas an is ddar ao oaoadoaa nn
ir ordsrsd arosad sisrs I ~F~.I -4, dn disdossi an.
tFlx elements of M Tb

X u,("l (j)s ('l ( ')

in Eq. (12) will be nonzero only for q' nr 0 and we
see, therefore, that the only nenxera parameters e~
in Eq. (11) will be those with nr -0. (The subscript ln

oa the a's wi/1 thus be dropped in the fof,ere. ) TM il
particuhtrly fortunate since it isnnsestiatety lintlls the
dr" spin oaorarora n dd. (ii) ro no oos nonaaon
ss"'. Since this transforms hke the f l (identity)
representation of the magnetic point greup this itttplles
that only operators u,'~'wNch aho transform bkc F'»

can occur in the product u, so for the Er + operator.
From the previous general discussion in Sec. II C, this
requires that q -0, +6. In Sec. II 0, it was shown that
for the analysis of 5rst order sphtbagl, we only need
to consider even vaiues of k with k %6 for f electrons,
so that k -0, 2, 4, or 6.

Similar considerations apply to the IecoIIId tyyes af
terms in Eq. (11), which contain only orbital opera-
tors. Again u„"' most transform like I"[, and this re-
quires q 0, +6» In this case, however, as was
shown in Sec. IID, only odd values of k most be em-
sidered in the analysis of 6rst-order splittinls, so that
now k -1, 3, and 5 will be allowed.

Combining these various restrictions, we SnaBy
derive the most general exchange potential aBowed by
symmetry in this case

ll

0,„,„-X (aoouo'Ol (i)so"' (i) + atou()"' (i)so" (i) + ado@uo(i) s,"' (i) +a,ou()"' (i) so"' (i) .
I = 1

+ ad6[u6"' (i) + u d' (i)[so"' (i)+ iad'6 [ud'@(i) —u "J (i)]s(j"' (i) +Plou()"' (i) +Plou(f" (i) +psllu()" (i) }

(33)

~here the summation over i is over the individual
electrons on the Er'+ ion, and all parameters are real.
The operator following the coeScient ia6'6 has zero
dl'agonaI elements; thus, for the purposes of the
present analysis such terms may be dropped, leaving
eight real parameters ak, and Pl, o to be determined by
experiment.

2. Fxper imenta/ resuIts

Experimental results of the high-resolution optical-
absorption experiments on Er" in Tb(OH)l have been

I

discussed fully in ain earlier paper. " Almost a11 of the
lines were quite sharp at 1.3 K and could be measured
wltll all accuracy of 0.01 clrl; fuftlleftrlofe, by using'

both line intensities and polarization selection ruhs,
both the magnitudes and silfis of the Ip/ittinls could
be determined. The observed bevels am' their spon-
taneous magnetic splittinls at 1.3 K are listed in Ta5h
I. From 1.3 to 3.7 K, the splittinls were found to be
independent of temperature to within experimental er-
ror (0.01 cm '), and we may therefore take these
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values to correspond to the T = 0 K splittings given by
the theory (Table I).

Some additional lines appeared in the vicinity of T„
and these may be attributed to the expected shell
modes involving "spin" Aips on Tb'+ neighbors. The
number and intensity of these additional lines in-
creased as the temperature was increased, as would be
expected on the basis of thermal population of
higher-energy modes. Such lines could presumably be
explained using statistical methods similar to those
used by Prinz"" for NdC13 and Wright"' for DyP04',
however, in the present case, the additional transitions
were strongly observable for only one Er3' level. "'
While it would be interesting to investigate this
phenomenon further, using photoelectric techniques
or pulsed dye laser absorption to get accurate intensity
data, it is not directly relevant to a determination of
the efkctlve exchange-potential parameters and will

thus not be considered further here.

3. Anatysis of'the observed splittings

Since crystal-field effects for systems such as Er'+ in
Tb(OH) 3 are much larger than those of the interionic
interactions, crystal-field wave functions provide the
basis for evaluating the exchange-matrix efemerits.
These wave functions were obtained by a diagonaliza-
tion of the combined free-ion and crystal-field Hamil-

, tonian, including the effects of intermediate coupling
and J mixing, as discussed in a previous paper. "Com-
parison of experimental values of the Er'+ magrietic
moments obtained from the Zeeman effect with
corresponding values calculated using these wave
functions was chosen as an appropriate test of their
accuracy. If wave functions cannot reproduce matrix
elements of the simpler magnetic moment operator,
they certainly canriot be expected to give accurate
values for the complicated exchange operators.

For 11 of the observed states belonging to the I1~/2,

I11/2, I9/2 F9/2 and 'S3/2 manifolds, "this criterion

TABLE I. Spontaneous magnetic splittings of Er + in ferromagnetic Tb(OH)3 at 1.3 K,
with dipolar and exchange contributions. All energies are in cm

Level' b
EBV Splitting hE' AE,I" ~Eexch

4
I1S/2 0.00 —0.87 + 0.01 —0.78 + 0.02 —0.09 + 0.03

4I11/2

3

2
1

'2
(

2
3 r

I

2

10275.14

10279.22

10322.80

10341.11

0.92 + 0,01

0.05 + 0.01

—4.71 + 0.01

—3.47 + 0.01

1.08 + 0.04

0.22 + 0.02

—4.45 + 0.10

—3.62 + 0.10

—0.16 + 0.05

—0.17 + 0.03

—0.26 + 0.11

0.15 + 0.11

19/2

3

2
1

2

12434.06

12581.25

—0.61 + 0.01

0.49 + 0.01

—0.70 + 0.07

0.46 + 0,04

0.09 + 0.08

0.03 + 0.05

3

2
1

2

15294.42

15362.01

—4.01 + 0.01

0.66 + 0.01

—4.37 + 0.12

0,52+ 0.03

0.36 + 0.13

0.14 + 0.04

3

2
1

2

18445.89

18497.78

2.33 + 0.01

0.50 + 0.01

2.13 + 0.07

0.84 + 0.04

0.20 + 0.08

—0.34 + 0.05

"'J manifold and p, quantuin nurrib@r.

b 1

E„.„=
2

[E(p,) + E(—p,)l, where E(p,) and E(—p, ) indicate the energies of the two com-

ponents of a doublet level,
c~E =E(&) -E(-&),
"Calculated magnetic dipole-dipole contribution to the splitting; AEI =—2p. H,1;„, where

Hd;p =9.45 kG.

Ee ch=~E bEd



TABLE II. Diagonal reduced matrix elements of the dou-
ble tensor operator

Manifold
Reduced matrix

element

0
2

2

6
6

was satisfactorily met. Agreement between theory and
experiment for the Zeeman eRect was better than 5'k
for all but four of the observed levels, with errors for
those four falling in the range of 10'/o —200/0. In con-
trast„errors as large as 100"k were found to occur for
some levels in the 'H~~, ; and higher manifolds ~nd

none of these were therefore used in the determination
of the exchange effects. As our analysis included in-
ccxm66ieic ceuphag, aa6 J-m&xml, e5ecls, these
discrepancies are presumably due to either inadequate

interfAediate coupling %'ave functions OF i5bereig
- shortcomings of the "single-particle" crystal-NIOM

model. 72 " Further discussion of Qme CN'eels, +)~
are clearly much smaHer for the manifoMs incl&~e5 ic
the analysis of the exchange splitfingi, is given ie ~.
III C.

Matrix elements of the exchaage operators ~re cW
culated using the methods of- Sec. BD. The
mterrnedia&e-coupling free-|on wave functions for Er
calculated by Rajnak, ~' which gave a good descriptioa
of the crystaj-field e6'ects for the manifolds listed
above, wore used for the coeScients a(yl;aSL) in.
Eq. (30). Calculated values for the reduced matrix
elements are given in Tables II and III. The computer
program used in this calculation is given in Ref. 84
and ~as checked by using the free-ion wave functions
of Kahlc"' and comparing-the results with those re-
ported by Orl&ch and Hufner "

As we pointed out in Sec. II 8, the splittinls of the
highly localized modes. arising from the Er +

Kramers-doublet crystal-Geld levels should be esse, n-
tiaHy a sixnple 6rst-order effect in a system such as
Tb(OH)3. The exchange and magnetic dipole-dipole
contributions are. thus given by twice the diagonal ma-
trix -elemeats of the Odd rank interactions for the lev-
els involved and are simyly additive. The dipole-
dipooleIcontribution to the splittings hE~ was calculated
using the dipolar field determined by Skjeltorp50 '6 as

I
1.
3

3

5

5

7

;-0.086 05
—0.222 1

0.1135

—0.001 862

-0.109 7

—0.125 0
--0.599 2,

TABLE III. Dia jonal reduced matrix elements of t4e dou-
ble tensor operator.

X [g( )(() )( )((k)(/)]( )

for Er'3+.

—0.630 3

-0.2967
—0.413 9

0.039 27.

0.090 81

0.128 5

—0.4504

0.834 9
-0.000 161 4
—0.365 5

0.033 04

-0.05401

0.165 7

—0.250 2

Manifold

4

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

3.
5

I
3

5

Reduced matrix

element

1.899
-0.6164

0.357 2

0
0

0.1232

0.437 3
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given iA Sec. III A'I and the values of the Er'+ mag-
QcUc momeQts determined spectroscopically. The ex-
change contributions to the splittings AE,„,.h could
then be dcterfAined directly by subtracting the dipol@r

contributions BE,& from the total observed splittings
AE. The calculated quantities AEI and AF. ,„h are
given in Table I, along with the experimental errors
which arise from uncertairlties in the magnetic mo-
ments for the individu'ai levels, the dipole field, and
the measurement of the splittings AE. It is clearly
evident from Table I that dipolar interations alone do
not provide a complete explanation of the observed
split tings.

Once the experimental values of AE,„,.h and the di-

agonal matrit elements of the exchange operators
were determined, the fit of the exchange parameters
to the data was straightforward. The calculated split-
tiQg8 are iNC8r Ifl the par8fActcr8 88 a consequence of
the first-order nature of the spiittirigs. Hence a nor-
mal least-squares method could be used, as opposed
to a more complicated iterative procedure such as that
required for a crystal-field analysis. In the ieast-
squares ltt, each level was assigned a weight of 1/a'
where o- represents the experimental uncertainty of
the exchange splitting f'or the level.

As a first step, a fit was made using only the o,oo

term in Eq. (33) which represents the isotropic ex-
change. This fit was quite unsuccessful since there
was little correspondence between the signs of the ma-
trix elements and those of the exchange splittings.
The unweighted rms error was 0.20 cm ', and neither
the signs nor the magnitudes of the splittings could be
reproduced. Varying the dipole field produced no im-

provement. Isofropic Heisenberg-type exchange alone
thus appears to be completely incapable of explaining the
observed spli tti ngs.

When all eight terms in Eq. (33) were included, an
excellent fit was obtained with an unweighted rms de-
viation of only 0.08 cm ', a value comparable to the
experimental uncertainties of the splittings. The
results of this fit are compared with the experimental
splittings in Table IV which shows that the fit indeed
gives both the correct sign and general magnitude for
every observed level. Table V gives the individual
contributions of the eight terms to each calculated
splitting, while the fitted parameters are given in Table
VI. The quoted error limits on the parameters reAect
only the experimental uncertainties arising from the
measurement of the total splittings and the separation'
of the dipoiar contributions. Additional systematic er-
rors, which are difIIicuit to estimate, are expected to ar-

ise from the wave functions used in calculating the
matrix elements of the exchange operator. Possible
refinement of the wave functions will be discussed in

Sec. III C2, along with other possible sources of sys-
tematic error. It should also be noted that the fitted
values of the parameters are somewhat sensitive to
the rchtivc %'eights assigned to the experimental levels.

C. Blsmssiion Of the resilllts

lnterpretahon of the fit fo the data

TABLE lV, Comparison of theory and cxpcfi1Y1cnt for
eight-parameter fit to exchange splittings of E'r' doUblel. lev-

els in Tb(OH)3 at l.3 K. All enc. gies are in cm '.

Level Expt, Calc. Error

4 1)g2

3

2

2
1

2
3

-0. tt6 &. 0.05

—0, l7 -.r 0,03

—0.26 -. i 0, l l

0. l l + &i. ] l

—0.06

—0.06

4 0.09 -.i- 0.08

('j,03 + 0 05

0.36 -i- 0.13

0.20 .~ 0.08 O. l 8 —0.0"'.''

-0,3~ & 0.05 0.07

The seven anisotropic exchange terms together with

a small isotropic term in moo are really quite successful
in reproducing the eleven observed splittiIigs, espcc181-

1y when one considers thai energy leve1s Iron s d

number Gf d1ACrcnt J IYlanifQMS %1th drRrrtattccits„'. ~

difterent spin and orbital angoiar mome&urn com-.

ponents are involved. The general magnitude and
sign are correct in every case; furthermore, within a
given manifold the relative magnitudes of t»e calculat-
ed splittings for difkrent levels co respond we/1 to the
relative magnitudes of the observed splittings.

The inadequacy Gf the 1soti'opic exchange a1GAC to
descf1bc the splittings is drafHatKBHy emph8sizcd by
an examination of Table V where it, may be seeri that
the contributions of the anisotropic terms to the vari-
ous splittings are general/y an order of Inagnitude
larger than those Qf the isotropic term. 7his indicates
that any realistic analysis of ion-ion interactions involving

ions with large orbital adrnixtures, ~us/ take into account
the orbital dependence and the resulting anisotropy of the

exchange interact/on. Th1S result which was reported
earlier"' is supported by the more recent resu1ts of
Cone and Meltzer~ for Gd "—Gd exchange and by
calculations of 4f —5d direct excharlge in rare-earth
metals by Yang„Huang Liu, and Orbach"" and Huang
Liu, Ling„and Orbach. "

Finally, we note from Fable VI that o.66, 381o, and
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TABLE V. Contributions of the separate terms in the eA'ective exchange potential to the eleven observed exchange splittings of
Er. + doublet levels in Tb(OH)3 at 1.3 K which result from a least-squares analysis with eight parameters. All energy contributions

are in cm

Level k =O,q =0
K=1,m =0

k=1,q =0
K=O, m =0

k=2, q =0
K=1,m =0

k=3,q =0
]c=0,m =0

k =4,q =0
]c= l, m =0

k =5,q =0
x=0r, m =0

k =6,q =0 k =6,q +6
~=1,m =0 x l, m 0

4
11S,i2 —0.019 0.013 —0.034 —0.012 0.142 —0.039 -0.1&5 0.028

3

2
1

4 2
111/2

2

2

—0.002

0.000

0.008

0.007

—0.030

—0.005

0.125

0.102

0.001

—0.022

—0.463

—0.258

0.063

0.029

0.110

—0.007

0.117

-0.195

—0.225

—0.088

0.154

—0.285

—0.301

-0.198

—0.033

0.187

0.028

0.028

—0.028

—0.028

0.016

—0.008

0.027

—0.013

0.317

0.201

0.092

0.031

—0.224

-0.192

—0.064

-0.101

0.071

0.153

—0.066

0.000

3

1

2

—0.088

0.010

0.089

—0.010 0.128

0.120

0.034

—0.210

0.052

0.139

-0.149

0.065

0.057

0.011

0.000

3

2
1

2
0.051

—0.010
—0.003

0.104

—0.528

0.038

-0.113

-0.108

0.324

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

p3o are not well determined by the fit to th'e experi-
mental data. This is particularly true for a66, the only
term which is not axially symmetric. A search for
further physical arguments to eliminate these terms in

Eq. i33) has been unsuccessful; however, since the
o. s and P's each represent sums of contributions from
nearest and next-nearest neighbors, it is possible that
accidental near cancellations could make some of the
.terms quite small. In this connection we may note the
competition between the various ground-state interac-
tions found recently for both Tb(OH) ~ (Ref. 50) and
Gd{OH) 1 (Ref. 88). As there are no detailed theoreti-
cal model calculations for the individual exchange
mechanisms, it is not possible at this time to account
for any such cancellations, but it is not unreasonable
to relate them to competing overlap conttibutions. ""

(One could eliminate a66 if the interaction between
Er'" and the surrounding Tb'' ions involved only the
two nearest Tb'' neighbors through simple two center
processes. Such interactions would have axial sym-
metry and a„„would automatically be zero, However,
such a specific interpretation is not necessary, and any
model which required q +q'=0 would also give the
same result. )

2. Possible refinements in the analysis

TABLE VI. Comparison of the exchange parameters
determined from a )east-squares analysis of the experimental
exchange splittings of Er + doublet levels in Tb(OH)3 at 1.3
K. All values are in units of cm '.

Parameters Eight-parameter
fit

0'oo

P1O

N2O

P3O

N4o

Pso

&6o

0.20 + 0.10
—0.11 + 0.08

4.64 + 0.79

0.51 + 0.40
—17.0 + 5.2
—2.19 + 0,76

3.43 + 0.88

1.21 + 1.51

This could be due to inadequacies of the wave func-
tions, higher-order eA'ects, or additional terms in the
exchange potential.

As we have mentioned in Sec. III B3, comparison of
theory and experiment for the Zeeman eQ'ect indicates
serious problems with the Er'+ wave functions in the
'H11i2 manifold which we excluded from this study. It

For several of the levels studied, the calculated
splittings are outside the experimental uncertainties.

Unweighted rms

error 0.08



is also found that among the levels included in our
analysis, the most serious errors for both the Zeeman
effect and the exchange splittings occur in the 19/2

manifold. Inadequacies of the wave functions thus
appear to be a likely explanation for the lack of perfect
agreement. Such problems could arise from inadequa-
cies in the intermediate coupling wave functions which
formed the basis for both the crystal-field calculation
and evaluation of the reduced matrix elements for the
exchange operators [Eq. (30)], or from shortcomings
of the "single-particle" crystal-field model. Since the
201]~2 manifold in Er' is thc first to have a major

S - —, component, the problem may be a result of irn-

proper proportions of S = —, components in tiie
intermediate-coupling wave functions. The spin-

other-orbit interactions9 which were not included in
Rajnak's analysis8' could affect this mixture. The use
of eftective operators to describe the configuration in-

teraction effect may also affect the wave func-
tions. ""Crystal-field-induced configuration interac-
tion efkcts and the more-general "correlation-crystal-
field" ~erms of Newman and Bishton9' have also not
been included in our analysis, due to the intractable
number of parameters involved. These cffects may
result in a term (L,S) dependence of crystal-field or
exchange parameters. Hopefully, increasing interest
in excited state interaction phenomena, energy
trsnsfer, and exciton cffects will provide motivation
for further investigation of these complex single-ion
and "crystal-field" problems.

Contributions to the exchange splittings from
second- and higher-order perturbation effect have
been considered carefully in Secs. II 8 and III A and
seem unlikely, However, there is also a possibility of
second-order contributions from virtual-phonon ex-
c44Lnlc, RBd iA, this coQBcction wc may note that
strong evidence has recently been found" for a major
contribution from this rnccganism to thc energy
dispersion of the I7F(J.-—

5& exciton band located at
118 cm ' in pure Tb(OH) i. In our case we would ex-
pect hiker-order effects due to this interaction to bc
largest for the Er'+ ground doublet and negligibly
Ilail for the optically excited states, due to its energy
denominator dependence. In fact, however, the larger
discrepancies in the fit occurred for some of the opti-
caHy excited levels, so that it would appear that
second-order virtual phonon efkcts are probably not
principally responsible for the residual differences.

Another possibility are additional terms in the ex-
cM~e po4eet4tl arisiel from the fact that supercx-
~~e ieteraetioas imvolvinl a iigand or the closed
Ss'$p~ shel@ are not described comp/ctely by the ex-
pression given im Eq. (8). For such mechanisms92 one
may have, ig a4ditk)A to the scalar products of the
spina, higher rank products such as [s"'(i) x s"'(j)]"'
ac@ [s"'(i) & s"'(j)]'". For Cii symmetry, this could

a res@A ie ternion of the form

wi&h &21 —ls 0'4l —]s 0161 —ls and +6 —5-,-1 nonzcro.
first-order analysis these coe%cients may be regarded
as real. Terms of the same form may arise from Eq.
(8) lf the llost-loll grouil(1 state lias llollzefo lilatrix
elements for q' =+1 or +5. Explicit expressions for
the coeiticients based on Eq. (8) and contributions by
nearest and next-nearest neighbors only are

a~, - X —2(—I) [21',"„"'(nn)+6I",q"'(nnn)]

P,q
= X ——,

' [2I"„'„"(nnn)+6I'q","(nnn)]

where the sums are restricted by k + k' even and

q + q' ~0, +6, +12 for C3j, symmetry.
Such terms are clearly too complicated to include in

the present analysis. One may hope that future exper-
irnents will be performed in which many more than 11
level splittings will be observed, so that a more exten-
sive analysis becomes meaningful, Also, it may one
day become possible to carry out microscopic calcula-
tions of the differen exchange processes with
sufhcient accuracy to decide which of the possible
mechanisms are in fact important. For the present,

, we can only speculate that the higher order effect
which we have considered could indeed remove the
resKluai discrepancies.

3. Other possible systems

While the system Er'+ in Tb(OH) 3 was ideal for the
present analysis for a number of reasons, thc magni-
tude of the exchange contributions to the sp/ittings
was not as large as those for which we hoped. It is in-
tercstirig, therefore, to consider other systems for
which these effects might be larger. Exchange iIi.

teractions are generally larger for transition metal
ions, but for such systems one would need to be care-
ful to find states arising from the same electronic
configuration. 'Interesting systems might also be
found among thc actinidc compounds. UC1~ for ex-
arnple appears to have large U'+ —U3+ interactions
since it orders at about 20 K.9' Since the magnetic
dipole-dipole interac'. ions in such materials are corn-
parable to those in Tb(OH)3, it is clear that there must
be a major contribution from nondipolar mechanisms,
and these should show many of the features of our
present system.

Other lanthariide materials are good candidates also.
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GdC13.'Er3+, 9~ and GdCl3.'Dy3+, 9' have been studied
but the experimental conditions for the reported
measurements do not appear to satisfy the requtre-
ments for a simple analysis given in Sec. II. However,
this dif»». culty mav be overcome by using strong mag-
netic fields, which will generally provide a convenient
means for simphfytng at&d studying «he complexjItICS of.

anisotropic exchange effects.

%e have shown that spontaneous splittings of high-
ly localized impurity levels in ordered magnetic insula-
tors are, under appropriate conditions, arnmenable to
a simple first-order analysis with negligible eFects
f'rom higher-order terms, As a result, the exchange
contribution to the splittings can be isolated experi-
mentally and a detailed analysis of "he erfects of orbi-
tal anisotxopy can be made, It can be shown that all
the observable effects can be described quite generally
by an effective Harniltonian containing a reasonable
number of empirical parameters.

Yhis analysis has been applied to eleven optically
observed exchange sp]littings in five rnanifolds of Er3+

in ferromagnetically ordered Tb(OH)3, and it turns

out that all the effects can be described by a spherical
tensor operator involving only eight parameters. The
contributions of the anisotropic terms are found to be
about one order of magnitude /arger than those of the
isotropic term, dramatically illustrating the importance
o» anisotropic exchange in a case such as this and the
comple/e tnadef'uacv of the usual 'sotl opec ~Helserl-
berg) form, The parametrization used here has also
been quite successful in relating exchange efkcts in
several J manifolds involving different L and 5 com-
ponents.
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